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Abstract 
A central concern in learning analytics specifically and educational 
research more generally is the alignment of robust, coherent 
measures to well-developed conceptual and theoretical frameworks. 
Capturing and representing processes of learning remains an 
ongoing challenge in all areas of educational inquiry and presents 
substantive considerations on the nature of learning, knowledge, 
and assessment & measurement that have been continuously 
refined  in various areas of education and pedagogical practice. 
Learning analytics as a still developing method of inquiry has yet to 
substantively navigate the alignment of measurement, capture, and 
representation of learning to theoretical frameworks despite being 
used to identify various practical concerns such as at risk students. 
This study seeks to address these concerns by comparing behavioral 
measurements from learning management systems to established 
measurements of components of learning as understood through 
self-regulated learning frameworks. Using several prominent and 
robustly supported self-reported survey measures designed to 
identify dimensions of self-regulated learning, as well as typical 
behavioral features extracted from a learning management system, 
we conducted descriptive and exploratory analyses on the relational 
structures of these data. With the exception of learners’ self-
reported time management strategies and level of motivation, the 
current results indicate that behavioral measures were not well 
correlated with survey measurements. Possibilities and 
recommendations for learning analytics as measurements for self-
regulated learning are discussed.  
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1 Introduction 
Throughout the last decade, learning analytics has developed 

from a hodgepodge of overlapping interests and methods within the 
information, computer, and learning sciences to an dynamic, 
expanding dialogue between the learning and information sciences 
[49]. A central concern of this dialogue is in exploring the 
relationship between analytics as measurements, and 
our theoretical and practical commitments to advancing teaching 
and learning practices [23, 25, 26, 39].  With the ever-expanding 
data generated from learning and teaching digital systems, analyses 
must rely on theory for guidance and structure [57]. The question 
of connecting our developed measures with extant frameworks of 
learning are therefore of paramount importance for the 
advancement of learning analytics as a discipline.  

One of the prominent theoretical frameworks of learning within 
educational research generally, and learning analytics specifically is 
self-regulated learning. Self-regulated learning (SRL) theories 
describe a family of frameworks that seek to elaborate how 
cognitive, motivational, and situational or contextual factors 
influence learning processes [34, 55, 56, 58]. Although differences 
between these specific frameworks exist, these various aspects 
represent an overarching category with which to understand and 
frame learning as an agentic, dynamic, and  complex phenomena 
incorporating motivational, behavioral, cognitive, social, cultural, 
and situational elements.  

SRL represents a broad umbrella of processes with which to 
understand learning and teaching across a variety of educational 
contexts. Within online or digitally-mediated education, SRL 
frameworks have been used to evaluate and understand the 
relations between learners’ perceptions and practices of their 
regulation to outcomes in MOOCs [30], the relations of SRL 
processes to performance indicators in online education more 
generally [6], and the relations between learning behavior and goal 
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attainment in MOOCs [24]. Such investigations exemplify a broad 
spectrum of practices that use various components and processes of 
existing SRL frameworks.  These reviews and investigations have 
emphasized the importance of regulative strategies but have also 
called attention to the fact that regulation is a dynamic complex of 
skills, processes, and practices that are not necessarily continuously 
aligned.  How contextual elements promote productive SRL 
practices within both online and blended forms of education has 
been a central area of investigation and a topic of substantive 
differences (see [6, 21]).  

SRL also has substantive intermingling within learning 
analytics centered research. Indeed, the first special issue of the 
second volume of the Journal of Learning Analytics was specifically 
dedicated to the overlap between SRL and learning analytics (see 
[40]), as was a chapter in The Handbook of Learning Analytics (see 
[54]). To enumerate a few specific examples of this intersection, 
SRL and learning analytics has been used as a guide to construct 
measurements for predictive models [39], to detect SRL patterns in 
exploratory learning environments [45], and examine the 
relationship between performance and behavioral activity in 
MOOCS [24].  

The alignment between theoretical frameworks of teaching and 
learning with analytical indices is central to the development of 
learning analytic methods. Since SRL represents one of the most 
common conduits connecting learning analytic methodologies with 
models of learning, this raises questions regarding whether 
behavioral metrics within learning systems and conventional 
measures of students’ learning strategies measure similar, or even 
identical constructs. In SRL research traditions, the most common 
technique for examining the processes of students’ learning 
activities is using self-reported survey instruments. Responses to 
standardized questionnaires provide data that exhibit learners’ 
reflections on their intentions, strategies and processes in learning 
content. These approaches have typically been used in SRL analyses 
to monitor and understand learners’ regulative processes across a 
variety of contexts [4].  A natural question and test for valid 
interpretations of behavioral analytics informed by SRL or other 
models of learning is its correspondence to existing measurements 
of these behaviors. Such approaches are necessary for learning 
analytics in order to coordinate triangulation [8] of research 
methods and designs for reliably and validly interpretable processes 
within learning analytics. 

Several approaches within the learning analytics literature have 
sought to more firmly align extant measurement processes. 
Ga�ević, Jovanovic, Pardo, and Dawson [15] identified links 
between deep learning behavioral strategies extracted from trace 
data of digital learning environments and self-reported deep 
learning and strategy approaches, but found no significant relations 
between shallower behavioral strategies and self-reported learning 
processes. In a more novel approach, Segedy, Kinnebrew, and 
Biswas [45] developed a process known as coherence analysis in 
order to detect strategies and processes in an open-ended learning 
environment and compared these constructed metrics with previous 
results from a similar study. Both of these examples, however, were 
limited to idiosyncratic educational contexts. Ga�ević et al 
conducted this analysis on a moderate sample of 144 students in an 
engineering class while Segedy et al’s investigation centered on a 
very specific open learning tool for science disciplinary knowledge.  

Broader-scale investigations between the alignments of self-
reported SRL strategies and behavioral processes in learning 
environments have also been conducted in MOOCs. Maldonado-

Mahaud and colleagues [31] conducted a process mining approach 
to identify relationships between learner interaction sequences and 
existing SRL strategies in the literature. Similarly, Kizilcec et al. [24] 
found relationships between self-reported SRL strategies and 
behavioral interactions with resources within MOOCs. These 
approaches, however, also represent particular contexts and tools 
that do not necessarily align with more traditional educational 
learning systems or provide clear predictions out of sample. As was 
the case in [31], we should expect that a data mining effort to extract 
patterns in log data corresponding to SRL subtypes will, indeed, 
identify such patterns. That is, additional validation procedures are 
needed in the alignment of theoretical frameworks and learning 
analytic methods to test the generalizability of these inferences. 
While [24] addresses parts of these concerns through the alignment 
of SRL self-reports to student success,  their approach also raises the 
need for further refinement and assessment of the metrics available 
within other digital learning environments, such as non-MOOC 
contexts, that will  reveal more generalizable relationships between 
SRL strategies, student behaviors, learning outcomes.  

Given that a core aim of learning analytic practices is to 
enhance teaching and learning and promote greater student success 
[13, 17, 23, 46], the relationship between these measures and 
established measurement processes in broader institutional contexts 
requires additional examination and verification. Consequently, this 
analysis seeks to identify the extent to which SRL derived metrics 
relate to established measurements for SRL processes, practices, and 
strategies.  The goal of the current study, then, is to use self-reported 
survey measures developed through SRL frameworks and 
behavioral metrics internal to learning management systems to 
serve a triangulation function [14] by providing insights into the 
differences and similarities observed within these measurement 
approaches.  

Our analytical work is carried out along two converging 
vectors.  Our top-down approach starts with analysis of survey 
responses, and investigates their alignment with behavioral 
measures observed from the same students.  Our bottom-up 
approach starts with analysis of the same behavioral measures, and 
investigates their alignment with students’ survey responses.  Along 
both axes, we use factor analysis to identify a reduced set of values 
that capture joint variance and then analyze the correlation between 
factor scores and the comparison measures.  At the nexus of these 
two approaches, we compare both sets of factors (derived from top-
down surveys and bottom-up behavioral logs) to evaluate 
alignment, illustrating limitations and affordances in the 
relationship between these measurement approaches.  Learning 
analytics, as a developing form of analysis, must address these 
issues through such convergence in order to provide actionable 
insights that respond to and impact existing and emerging 
discussions in educational research and practice. 

2 Method 
415 undergraduate students at a large Midwestern university in the 
United States completed the survey in exchange for credit towards 
their Introductory Psychology experiment participation 
requirement. Participation in this survey included a consent and 
FERPA release form for students to give the researchers access to 
their educational records from Spring 2019 semesters. Of these, 35 
students were excluded because they did not complete all 
questionnaires, and another 188 were excluded because they did not 
have course enrollments in the previous semester (many of the 
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Introductory Psychology students were in their first-semester). This 
removal was due to no behavioral data existing for these students 
that fell within the inclusion of this study’s IRB and consent 
procedures. After these exclusions, there were 192 participants in 
the sample that moved to the next stage of analysis. 

2.1   Materials  
Participants completed a battery that contained 6 questionnaires, 
implemented in an online survey platform (Qualtrics; Provo, 
UT).  These questionnaires were the Approaches and Study Skills 
Inventory for Students (ASSIST; [48]), Short Grit Scale (Grit-S; 
[11]), Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire MSLQ; [35]), 
Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI; [53]), Study 
Behaviors Inventory (SBI; [5]), and Self-efficacy for Self-regulated 
Learning (SESRL; [50]).  See Table 1 for subscales and example 
items. Questionnaires measured a range of constructs related to 
student motivation, self-regulation, learning strategies, and 
studying behaviors, with some modest overlap between the different 
inventories. While questionnaires have been criticized as a way to 
assess the application of SRL and other learning skills or processes 

(see [3,27]), questionnaires have nonetheless shown suitable 
reliability and contribute to valid judgments in predicting  SRL 
behaviors and outcomes in higher educational systems which 
facilitate abstract reflection and conceptualization of learning [43].  

The breadth of these self-report tools was motivated by the 
complexity of SRL processes and the data corpus (see section 2.3). 
As a cyclical process, SRL is inherently dynamic and can easily lead 
to repetition and development of these phases over time within a 
particular social and technical context [34, 55, 56, 58]. This 
complexity led to our ‘wide net’ approach to understand learners 
perceptions of their SRL processes across the cycles and they believe 
they engaged in within a single semester and the common technical 
system used within their academic contexts. 

2.2   Procedure 
The study was posted in an online sign-up system used for 
fulfillment of research participation requirements in our 
institution’s Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences 
during Summer and Fall 2019.  The study was completed entirely 
online. When a student first accessed the study, they saw an 

Instrument Subscale Representative Example Item 
ASSIST Seeking meaning (SM) I usually set out to understand for myself the meaning of what we have to learn. 

Relating ideas (RI) I try to relate ideas I come across to those in other topics or other courses whenever possible. 
Use of evidence (UE) Often I find myself questioning things I hear in lectures or read in books. 
Interest in ideas (II) Regularly I find myself thinking about ideas from lectures when I’m doing other things. 
Monitoring effectiveness (ME) I go over the work I've done carefully to check the reasoning and that it makes sense. 
Organized studying (OS) I usually plan out my week's work in advance, either on paper or in my head. 
Time management (TM) I work steadily through the term or semester, rather than leave it all until the last minute. 
Achieving (AC) I put a lot of effort into studying because I'm determined to do well. 
Alertness to demands (AD) When working on an assignment, I’m keeping in mind how best to impress the marker. 

Grit Consistency of interest (CI) New ideas and projects sometimes distract me from previous ones. 
Perseverance of Effort (PE) I finish whatever I begin. 

MSLQ Self-efficacy (SE) I know that I will be able to learn the material for this class. 
Intrinsic value (IV) Understanding this subject is important to me. 
Test anxiety (TA) I have an uneasy, upset feeling when I take a test. 
Cognitive strategy use (CS) When reading I try to connect the things I am reading about with what I already know. 
Self-regulation (SR) Before I begin studying I think about the things I will need to do to learn. 

LASSI Anxiety (AX) When I am taking a test, worrying about doing poorly interferes with my concentration. 
Attitude (AT) I have a positive attitude about attending my classes. 
Concentration (CN) If I get distracted during class, I am able to refocus my attention. 
Information Processing (IP) I try to find relationships between what I am learning and what I already know. 
Motivation (MV) Even if I am having difficulty in a course, I can motivate myself to complete the work. 
Selecting main ideas (MI) When I listen to class lectures, I am able to pick out the important information. 
Self-testing (ST) I review my notes before the next class. 
Test strategies (TS) I review my answers during essay tests to make sure I have made and supported my main points. 
Time management (TM) When I decide to study, I set aside a specific length of time and stick to it. 
Using academic resources (AR) If I find that a course is too difficult for me, I will get help from a tutor. 

SBI Factor 1 (“Carelessness”) When tests are returned, I find that my grade has been lowered because of careless mistakes. 
Factor 2 (“Deprioritization”) I watch too much television and this interferes with my studies. 
Factor 3 (“Self-regulation”) Before attending class, I prepare by reading or studying the assignment. 
Factor 4 (“Organization”) I keep all the notes for each subject together, carefully arranging them in some logical order. 

SESRL [No subscales] How well can you motivate yourself to do schoolwork? 
 
Table 1: Survey instruments included in the current study and their associated subscales: Approaches and Study Skills 
Inventory for Students (ASSIST) [48], Grit [11], Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) [35], Learning and 
Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI) [53], Study Behaviors Inventory (SBI) [5], and Self-efficacy for Self-regulated Learning 
(SESRL) [50].  We provide descriptive labels for the SBI subscales in quotes, as no labels were provided in the original article. 
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information sheet about the study, and then they agreed to release 
their student information for the purposes of the study, by electronic 
signature. 

Participants were then shown instructions for taking the 
surveys.  Instructions included that it would take approximately 30 
minutes to respond to all the questions, and suggested for 
participants to take their time, read the questions carefully, and 
answer the questions thoughtfully.  Additionally, participants were 
told that if they got tired, they could take a short break between 
survey screens. 

Each questionnaire was shown on a single page, with items 
appearing in order as described in the questionnaire’s cited 
article.  The order of questionnaires, however, was randomized for 
different participants.  Participants could not leave items blank; 
progress to the next screen required that all items were filled-
in.  Each questionnaire was displayed with the response scale shown 
at the top of the screen.  Many of the MSLQ’s items refer to a specific 
class, so we preceded the MSLQ with the instructions, “For the 
questions below, please try to consider a single, typical class that 
you are enrolled in.”  The polarity of the response scales was 
spatially-consistent across all questionnaires; agreement with or 
endorsement of an item was always on the left-side of the response 
options. Upon completing the last survey, participants were shown 
a short explanation of the current study, and they clicked once more 
to have the credit applied to their account in the sign-up system.   

2.3   Student Data 
For each participant, we accessed their enrollment records from the 
Spring 2019 academic term, the most recently-completed standard 
academic term prior to participants filling-out the 
surveys.  Participants who did not have enrollments in Spring 2019 
(e.g., those who were first-semester freshmen when filling-out the 
surveys) were excluded from the study (see Participants, above). 

For participants who met the criteria for inclusion, we 
extracted their cumulative scores and constructed features from our 
institution’s learning management system (LMS) data store 
(Canvas; Instructure, Salt Lake City, UT).  Thirteen features were 
extracted that summarized behavioral logs measured throughout the 
entire Spring 2019 academic term.  Many of these features centered 
on participants’ activity pertaining to course assignments, as these 
reflect the primary and most generalizable mechanism within the 
LMS for students to regulate their interactions with course 

assessments. Specifically, the assignment tools indicate the primary 
prompts and information on assignment submission (e.g., due date, 
assignment instructions, submission method, criteria for grading, 
etc.). We also examined participants’ use of the calendar features 
within Canvas in order to identify whether participants kept track 
of upcoming deadlines or calendar events through that system. 
Tables 2 describes and summarizes the features extracted. Finally, 
courses were categorized based on the subject category used within 
institution. Enrollments that had no submission data were excluded 
from final analysis. This left 748 enrollment records and 188 
participants in the sample for the analysis stage.  

2.4   Data Analysis 
Queries for constructing behavioral features of students’ LMS 
activity, and scripts for carrying out all analyses of data, are 
available at https://osf.io/8yhdp/.  

Approximately half of the LASSI items, and 4 of the MSLQ 
items were reverse scored, so responses were reordered for these 
items prior to subsequent analysis.  Items in the SBI that were not 
associated with the four factors (labeled as “No loadings” in [5] were 
excluded from analysis (they were still included in the 
questionnaire, however, to preserve authenticity to the original 
instrument).  All SESRL item responses were treated as measuring 
one construct, as there are no reported subscales for the SESRL 
questionnaire [50]. 

All questionnaires used ordinal response scales (e.g., Strongly 
agree to Strongly disagree; Very much like me to Not at all like 
me).  Rather than treating ordinal responses as metric values, we 
instead used Bayesian methods to estimate the mean value 
underlying each participant’s ordered responses, separately for each 
subscale (see Table 1), using the hierarchical ordered-probit model 
described in Liddell & Kruschke [29].  We used Markov chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) to sample the posterior distributions (75,000 
steps thinned to 15,000 saved samples across 4 chains, following 500 
adaptation steps and 1,000 burn-in steps), using Gibbs sampling 
(JAGS; [36]), and the runjags package ([10]) for R.  For each 
subscale, we measured a participant’s score as the mode of the 
posterior distribution of estimated means for continuous normal 
distributions mapped onto participants’ ordered ratings within that 
subscale.  This score represents the most credible summary of a 
participant’s underlying response tendencies to ordinal survey 
items within a subscale.  All subsequent analyses of survey results 

Feature Description 
timeOnAssignments The average amount of time (secs.) spent on assignment pages within Canvas 
timeBetweenFirstAccessandDeadline The average time (hours) between a participants first access of an assignment and its submission. 
sessionDuration The average length of time per web session within Canvas where an assignment is accessed. 
numberOfRequests The average number of HTTP requests (e.g., a proxy for page views) in sessions in which an assignment is 

accessed within Canvas. 
timeBetweenFirstAccessandSubmission The average time (minutes) between first access of an assignment and its submission. 
submissions The number of assignment submissions created. 
numberOfAssignmentAccessPreDeadline The total count of views of assignments occurring prior to the deadline of the assignment. 
numberOfAccessPostDeadline The total count of views of assignments occurring after the deadline of an assignment. 
numberOfSessions The total count of web sessions in which an assignment was accessed. 
numberOfCalendarAccess The total number of calendar page views 
largestPeriodOfInactivity The longest period (in hours) between sessions within Canvas. 
submissionTimeFromDeadline The average time (minutes) between the submission and deadline for assignments. 
 
Table 2:  Features extracted from behavioral logs used in the current study.  Each feature was z-scored within-course. 
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are performed on these estimated subscore values for each 
participant. 

All features constructed from Canvas data were rescaled 
through z-scoring to adequately reflect a participants’ interactions 
in a given enrollment in comparison to the rest of the students in  
their course. An analytic set with random identifiers was 
constructed by combining the z-scored Canvas features with the 
estimated mean value of survey responses. Since this analysis was 
focused on the relation between perceived regulation of 
participants’ interactions with their actual behaviors in digital 
learning tools, cases where enrollments were missing two or more 
features were removed. This left 653 total enrollment observations. 
While deletion of missing data is commonly decried, this procedure 
was conducted in order to conservatively preserve the relationship 
of actual use of Canvas tools used within the course. The 
participants were further collapsed into an aggregated data set, 
averaging their z-scored behavioral interactions with the learning 
management system to the individual student level (rather than the 
enrollment level), and joined with their self-reported SRL strategies. 
This resulted in 181 total participant observations (see Participants, 
above).  

Explorations of the covariance structure of the questionnaire 
subscale scores and the features of LMS behavioral logs were 
conducted through a factor analysis using the psych package [38] in 
R.  Factors were extracted using the oblimin rotation method and 
the maximum likelihood factoring method.  Factor retention was 
determined through parallel analysis [22], which evidence suggests 
may be among the most accurate approaches to determining the 
appropriate number of factors for an optimal solution [52, 59].  For 
factor analysis of survey subscale scores, a five factor solution was 
determined to be the most appropriate fit.  For factor analysis of 
features measured from behavioral logs, a 3 factor solution was 
selected. 

Extracted factors were then compared, in top-down and 
bottom-up approaches, to their respective comparison 
measurements through a Pearson correlation. Pearson correlations 
between participants’ factor scores was conducted to identify a 
concise alignment between the measurement processes. 

3 Results 
The median amount of time it took participants to complete the full 
set of surveys was 29.5 minutes.  On average, participants were 
enrolled in 3 courses during the Spring 2019 academic term that had 
active LMS sites.  These enrollments were well-distributed across 
our institution’s academic units, with 13% of enrollments in 
humanities, 36% natural or applied science, 13% social sciences, and 
8% within business or management courses. The remaining 30% 
were composed of a variety of subjects ranging from art, education, 
technology or engineering, and music.   

Descriptive correlations of the relations between participants 
z-scored Canvas behavior and questionnaire subscale scores 
indicated little to no relations generally. Figure 1 describes the 
overarching correlational structure observed within these data. 
Correlations between related subscale scores appeared to be strong, 
as would be expected. For instance, test anxiety subscales 
(LASSI_TA, MSLQ_TA), and time management subscales 
(LASSI_TM, ASSIST_TM) covaried as anticipated. Considering that 
participants’ responses to these items appeared on different 
questionnaires, on different pages, in different orders, these 
predicted relationships within the survey data reveal that 
participants were not answering randomly or haphazardly.  

3.1. Top-down approach 

Bartlett’s test for sphericity indicated the correlation matrix of 
survey scores was sufficiently distinguished from the identity 
matrix (χ2 (903)= 4724.928, p < .001) and thus factor analysis was an 
appropriate process to understand the underlying structure of 
survey responses. With an RMSR of .04, a RMSEA of .09, and a 
Tucker Lewis Index of Factor Reliability of .84, the overall fit of the 
model was relatively good. Figures 2 describes the relations between 
the questionnaire subscale scores and the 5 factor solution.  High 
loadings (>0.7) on the ASSIST use of evidence (UE), relating ideas 
(RI), seeking meaning (SM), and interest in ideas (II) were 
suggestive of participants’ perceptions on their own Depth of 
Processing information within their courses. Similarly, high loadings 

Figure 1: Correlation between and among behavioral 
features of LMS activity and survey subscale scores 
 

 
Figure 2: Factor loadings for Questionnaire Subscale Scores 
and 5 Factor Solution 
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(0.45-0.67) on the ASSIST achieving (AC), LASSI motivation (MV) 
and moderate loadings (0.32) on the GRIT consistency (CI) scale 
were glossed to be participants’ perceived Motivation.  The third 
factor, which we labeled Testing Strategies, indicated moderate to 
high loadings (0.49-0.86) on the LASSI  test strategies (TS), selecting 
main ideas (MI), and anxiety (AX) subscales as well as discriminant 
relations between participants perceived anxiety as measured by the 
MSLQ anxiety (AX) subscale. The fourth factor, labeled Time 
Management, showed high loadings (0.45-0.77) on the LASSI and 
ASSIST time management (TM) subscales, and the LASSI 
concentration (CN) and using academic resources (AR) subscales. 
Finally, the 5th factor, labeled as Cognitive Strategies, indicated high 
loadings (0.44-0.86) on MSLQ self-efficacy (SE), self-regulation 
(SR), and cognitive strategy (CS), and LASSI information processing 
(IP). 

Correlations between participants’ z-scored Canvas behaviors 
and their factor scores are shown in Figure 3. In general, as was the 
case in Figure 1, little to no relation was apparent between 
participants’ behaviors within Canvas and their factor scores. Some 
notable exceptions, however, included the submission time from 
deadline, submission counts, and the time between a student’s first 
access of an assessment and the deadline of that work. Participants 
with an, on average, larger duration of time between their 
submission and the deadline of the assignment showed moderate 

relations to self-reported time management (r=.39) and motivation 
factors (r=.37). Similarly, participants with a higher number of 
submissions on average and larger durations between the first 
access and deadline, were found to be somewhat negatively 
correlated with the time management (r=-.31 and r=.-.27, 
respectively) and motivation factors (r=-.24 and r=-.29, 
respectively).   

This finding suggests the potential that students who scored 
higher on SRL time management and motivational scales tended to 
access assignments further from the deadline and had fewer 
submissions. Conversely, students with lower time management 
and motivation factors tended to access assignment instructions 
early, but (re)submit assignments more often and closer to the 
deadline.  In other words, it is suggestive that there were relations 
between their time management and motivational factors exhibited 
behaviorally insofar as students used these tools and resources 
within Canvas.  However, it is also notable that other common 
behavioral metrics, such as the time spent looking at assignments, 
the number of web sessions, and number of views of assignment 
instructions after the deadline (which might’ve been assumed to be 
representative of self-reflection, a central dimension in many SRL 
frameworks), were not associated with SRL subscales in any 
substantive way. 

Of course, these findings must also be interpreted within the 
context of the collapse of participants’ 3 enrollments into a single, 
averaged observation. This process may have reduced the impacts 
of specific course designs and processes that could mediate student  
behavior within Canvas.  However, considering that SRL survey 
instruments commonly measure learning strategies at the student-
level (and not at the class-level, with the exception of the MSLQ), 
aligning these two requires some abstraction of the behavioral 
indices to aggregate values for individual students. 

3.2. Bottom-up approach.  
Using the Canvas features, a separate factor analysis was 
constructed in order to detect the underlying relationships within 
our behavioral data. A Bartlett test for sphericity revealed that a 
factor analytic approach was appropriate (χ2(55)=449, p < .001). 
Parallel analysis indicated a 3 factor solution was appropriate, 
which had an RMSR of .04, a RMSEA of .06, and a Tucker Lewis 
Index of Factor Reliability of .92.  Figure 4 summarizes the factor 
solution for the behavioral features. High loadings on access of 
assignments across various time windows and number of sessions 
indicated a general relationship between visits and were therefore 
labeled Visit Frequency. The number of requests and average session 
duration were also highly correlated with a factor and appeared to 
describe the relations between participants’ time or depth within a 
visit to their course materials, which we labelled as Visit Depth. 
Finally, moderate loadings of the number of submissions, and a 
negative relation with the length of time between a submission and 
deadline suggested a pattern of sparse effort that was highly 

 
Figure 3: Correlation between factors derived from survey 
responses and behavioral features of LMS activity. 
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concentrated effort near to the assignment deadlines, which we 
labelled as Concentration of Effort. 

The relations between these extracted factors and the subscale 
scores are indicated in Figure 5. As might be expected given the 
scarcity of substantive relationships between the behavioral and 
self-reported variables (Figure 1), there was little connection 
between these variables and the factors generated from behavioral 
data.  More than 2/3rds of the SRL subscales had correlations with 
factors of student’s activity data beneath r=0.20.  But as an 
exception, again, survey measures of time management (e.g., LASSI 
TM), and [lack of] motivation (e.g., SBI_1, SBI_2) seemed to vary 
systematically with how students behaved in the LMS.   

3.3. Convergent comparison.  
As a final comparison, we draw correlations between factor 

scores extracted from survey responses, and factor scores extracted 
from behavioral features of LMS activity. After distilling prominent 
sources of variance within these different measures to a small 
number of factor scores, the comparison between these factor scores 
enables examination of alignment from a more abstract and 
theoretically-informative frame.  Figure 6 illustrates this 
comparison, at the convergence of our top down and bottom up 
triangulation function.  As might be expected from analytical results 
thus far, there were only a couple modest relationships between 
participants’ factor scores from the two approaches, one relating 
Time Management to Concentration of Effort (r=-0.29, p<0.001), and 
another relating Motivations to Concentration of Effort (r=-0.23, 
p<0.01). The remaining dimensions of self-regulated learning as 
measured by survey scores (Cognitive Strategies, Testing Strategies, 
Deep Processing) were not significantly related to the measured 
behavioral features of LMS activity.  Similarly, the other factors 
derived from these behavioral metrics (Visit Frequency, Visit Depth) 
were not significantly correlated with self-reported survey 

measures of SRL.  Finally, to the extent that the 3 factor solution 
provides an appropriate rendering of the variance structure of our 
behavioral features of LMS activity, the factor Concentration of 
Effort (which seems to reflect whether students “mass” their effort 
close to a deadline), comingles two different (and otherwise 
separable) dimensions of SRL: Motivation and Time Management.  
These inverse relationships suggest that students who concentrate 
their activity near to deadlines have lower self-reported measures in 
survey responses related to motivation and time management. 

 
Figure 5: Correlation between factors scores derived from 
behavioral features of LMS activity and survey response 
scores. 

 
Figure 4: Factor loadings for behavioral features of LMS 
activity and 3 Factor Solution. 
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4 Discussion  
Our results suggest there is possibility of alignment in some respects 
with aspects of constructed behavioral measures and SRL self-
reported methods, but that standard behavioral measures fall short 
of capturing the range of SRL dimensions commonly identified 
through survey research. The fact that there was some observed 
relation between the more concretely grounded behavioral 
components afforded by common LMS tools (e.g., clearly defined 
workflows for assignment schedules and due dates) and students’ 
perceived time management and motivations is telling of what 
measurements from some aspects of digital systems interactions 
reveal.  Recent work [51] corroborates these results, suggesting that 
conventional behavioral derivatives of LMS trace data demonstrate 
modest construct validity as measuring time management strategies 
and motivations. 

In contrast, the behavioral derivatives are perhaps not as 
revelatory on learners’ information processing and strategic 
practices as, perhaps, their self-assessments in relation to said 
assessments might be. Similarly, the analysis of discursive features 
and functions in online mediated tools (e.g., discussion forums) 
presents an intriguing path to gain insight into broader learning and 
regulatory practices [4] and have received substantive 
methodological focus see [33, 41]. Future work, then, might 

examine alignments between discourse metrics and SRL 
frameworks in addition to other theoretical perspectives.  

Another consideration for the utility and validity of analytic 
behavioral measures is the overarching function of such measures 
in terms of what it is being compared with.  Depending on the 
context of comparison, a feature such as “submission counts” could 
be indicative of more engagement if the determination is 
understood in terms of passing or failing a course (e.g., [32]).  In 
contrast, when measured against perceived SRL processes, higher-
than-average submission counts may reflect hasty corrections, extra 
attempts, “do-overs,” or other behaviors representative of poor 
regulatory skills (see Figure 3).  For predicting these two outcomes, 
passing or appropriately regulating study, the same variable, 
submission count, may have opposite qualitative interpretations. 

These results are likely mediated, however, by a variety of 
functional design choices implemented within the array of courses 
included in this analysis. Course design structures influence the way 
in which these common measures can be more fully understood and 
used in analytic processes [16]. Examination of the relationship 
between these metrics therefore represents a viable path to further 
understand these measures in context. However, middle ground 
approaches also exists in the alignment of instructor perceptions of 
student engagement and online behaviors (see [32]).  In either case, 
these avenues represent an array of methodological choices with 
which to align self-regulated learning processes. Furthermore, such 
alignment ought to develop across fundamentally different 
measurement processes, in order to scaffold more robust 
convergence within analytics as a theoretically informative and 
practically impactful tool. 

Obstacles to this alignment are on full display in the current 
results, as some intuitive associations between students’ behaviors 
and survey responses were simply not observed.  For example, deep 
processing (a factor derived from students’ survey responses) was 
not significantly associated with the depth of user interactions with 
course materials on the LMS (see Figure 6).  Additionally, there was 
no correlation (r = 0.0) between the frequency of activity in the LMS 
(a factor derived from students’ behaviors in Canvas), and students’ 
time management skills (a factor derived from students’ survey 
responses). This null finding merits some attention.  Past research 
commonly observes that the frequency and duration of activity in 
an LMS reflects positive evidence of student engagement (e.g., [27, 
32]), so it may be the case that these positive associations exists, but 
do not generalize across courses (see [9]), thus diluting the 
aggregate measures in the current study. 

But it is also possible that disconnects observed in our results 
reflect discrepancies between self-reported measures, which have 
been used to construct theory on self-regulated learning for the past 
20 years, and behavioral measures, which have more recently 
become the focus of learning analytics.  Students’ responses to 
survey items inquiring about studying habits are fundamentally 
indirect measures, as these rely on introspective reports of one’s 
own behavior, rather than direct measurement of this behavior.  On 
the one hand, as with any self-report measure, it is possible that 
aspects of the questionnaire’s administration or the questions 
themselves could have systematically biased some respondents [37], 
perhaps in the direction of more socially-desirable responses 
[12].  On the other hand, students simply might not have accurate 
introspective access to their own studying effort [18, 20], or are 
unaware of how their individual effort compares with that of their 
classmates.   

 
 

Figure 6: Correlation between factor scores. Rows (Cognitive 
Strategies, Time Management, etc.) are factors derived from 
survey responses.  Columns (Visit Frequency, Visit Depth, 
Concentration of Effort) are factors derived from behavioral 
features of student activity in the LMS.  Values are correlation 
coefficients, and cell shading matches the scale as shown in 
Figure 5. 
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Rovers, Clarebout, Savelberg, de Bruin, and van Merriënboer’s 
[42] recent review on the relation between self-report and 
behavioral measures of SRL provides more expansive insights into 
these issues. Their narrative review indicates that students may 
have more insight into their global SRL processes, which can be 
measured through self-report tools; in contrast, behavioral measures 
can provide good indicators of specific strategies and functions of 
learners within a particular context. Granularity of SRL processes is 
therefore a fundamental factor in considering the alignment of these 
methodological approaches. This distinction is a relevant one and 
suggests the need for further consideration on the functional 
purpose of these measurements in terms of the consequential and 
social functions of these approaches for developing productive and 
responsible interventions. Whether measuring SRL with self-report 
questionnaires or with LMS activity logs, validity is not a generic 
property of the measurement approach; rather, validity is a property 
of one’s interpretation of the measurement.  Beyond suggesting that 
researchers must consider the purpose of a measurement, this 
distinction also suggests that more novel measurement processes for 
interpreting the complexities of SRL may be necessary.  

One such novel approach, and a likely future direction of our 
own approach, is process modeling. Process modeling has been used 
to detect sequential patterns of behaviors as particular events of SRL 
within learning analytics relatively recently [see  44, 47,51]. Such 
approaches recognize the temporality and cyclicality of SRL 
processes but also generate challenges in effective interpretation 
and construction of SRL events. One such constraint is the issue of 
scale across pedagogical design and social contexts. Given that 
instructional designs mediate the behavioral processes within those 
designs [16], it is likely that analyses across contexts, such as ours, 
would be hampered by variability in SRL behaviors, and processes 
that are muddled due to an array of social and contextual factors. 
Future work, then, should consider how one might extend the scale 
and functionality of process metrics, for examining their alignment 
with SRL constructs. 

In the current analyses, we aimed to quantify this alignment 
by first reducing our measurements (using factor analysis) to a set 
of abstract and meaningful dimensions, and then examining 
correlation between factor scores along these dimensions.  Due to 
the large quantity of pairwise comparisons in the current study, we 
have intentionally avoided calculating p-values for these 
comparisons (except in the final convergent comparison, Section 
3.3), as these would have dramatically inflated the familywise error 
rate.  Moreover, our overarching analytical goal was not to merely 
discover significant coefficients or to reject null hypotheses, but 
rather to examine the relative agreement between two different, but 
increasingly overlapping, measurement traditions.  Indeed, among 
the current study’s key findings is not only that a couple significant 
associations exist, but that some intuitive and expected associations 
were simply not observed. 

One criticism of our current results might suggest that our set 
of measured behavioral features provided incomplete, if not outright 
poor coverage of the range of student activities quantifiable from 
LMS activity logs.  This suggestion is undeniably true.  However, 
the behavioral features we included in this study are representative 
of those commonly discussed in learning analytics research and 
conventionally viewed as meaningful and useful (e.g., [9, 27, 
32]).  Alternatively, data mining approaches would succeed in 
identifying patterns of students' behavioral activities that are 
maximally associated with scores on SRL survey subscales, but the 
generalizability, the meaningfulness, and the utility of those 

patterns would be questionable.  Similarly, one might view SRL 
theories and survey instruments as being incomplete accountings of 
the dynamic range of students' agentic learning processes with 
digital coursework.  Perhaps, if one had complete and unrestricted 
access to students' mental states, a data mining algorithm could 
similarly mine students’ minds for hitherto-unidentified SRL 
patterns that correlate with students’ activity in the LMS (perhaps 
motor readiness for one’s finger to click on one’s computer mouse), 
but that might be practically useless for the goals of improving and 
optimizing student learning.  Our goal is not to suggest that we've 
analyzed the full range of possible alignments between behavior and 
introspection during SRL processes, but rather to suggest that the 
conventional measures that frequently appear in learning analytics 
discourse show underwhelming alignment in this sample. 

The development of coherent, robust measures for learning 
analytics fundamentally involves the alignment between theoretical 
frameworks of learning, knowing, and assessment [26]. Mapping 
out these methodological frameworks in coherent ways should 
therefore work within the intersections of these alignments, 
specifically in areas where there is divergence on what learning, 
knowing, and the measurement thereof entails. Such discussions 
have been ongoing concerns within educational research more 
generally [1, 2, 7, 19]. The translation of this discussion into the 
context of learning analytic inquiries therefore represents an 
emergent challenge that should be addressed at the intersections of 
research and practice. Considerations on the functional purposes of 
the measurements and the processes and practices with which they 
are compared to, who benefits from the measurement, and why 
these measurements are necessary [25] should also be developed 
into frameworks of learning analytic research and practice designs. 
The continued development of learning analytics as an inquiry 
method, then, is contingent on the convergence and contradictions 
of the implications of these theoretical frameworks towards metrics 
generated in digital tools and systems. 
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